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There needs to be major investment in Victoria’s processing capabilities and standardization of what
materials can be recycled through kerbside schemes. CoGG is intending to introduce a separate bin
to collect clean paper and cardboard and avoid contamination by glass fines.
Victoria must foster a circular economy by supporting the use of recycled materials in local
manufacturing and municipalities. For example, as glass has little market value, councils should be
assisted to set up plants so it can be used in roadmaking and paths etc.
It’s clear the industry faces economic challenges and there are too few good players. At the 2018
national Waste conference in Melbourne, industry leaders were calling for strong legislation and
stronger enforcement so the ‘cowboys’ cannot undercut the genuine businesses. It is pleasing to
see the EPA taking its enforcement role more seriously over the last year.
We live in a finite world and we must all learn to value and utilise natural resources more
sustainably. Anecdotally there’s solid international evidence of quantifiable benefits, including job
creation and greenhouse gas emissions reduction, from pursuing elements of a circular economy.
Government procurement policies should require significant percentage of recycled components so
that business like Replas are viable. For example, we understand councils opt to purchase kerbside
bins from all virgin plastic as they are cheaper than ones containing recycled plastics.
The state government cannot sit on this fund in the midst of the current crisis. We believe the
existing Sustainability Fund should be used to support effective short and long term solutions.
The ABC TV Series, War on Waste has raised public awareness that we cannot continue the
thoughtless consumption of our finite natural resources. Our group has been running community
engagement activities at local events, festivals and forums to educate people how to Recycle Right.
While there is willingness to do the right thing, there is considerable public confusion.
In 2018, we collaborated with Barwon South West Waste and Resource Recovery Group
(BSWWRRG) to develop an A5 educational resource titled ‘What can you do to reduce household
waste?’ The key message is that simple actions can deliver major environmental benefits. It
suggests 4 simple positive actions: 1) Recycle right, 2) REDcycle soft plastics, 3) Keep food/garden
waste out of the red bin and 4) Remember your reusables. We have been distributing this resource
widely and will continue to do so while stocks last.
In addition we set up a wash against waste service at the 2018 National Celtic Festival, which was
very well received by patrons. Next weekend the festival is implementing a much more ambitious
waste reduction strategy which will see all single use plastic products banned, manned bin hubs and
a hire service of washable kits. There’ll be over 30 people in the Green Team, who’ll be supported
by staff from Caring for our Bays and B-Alternative. Together we’ll educate people how to party
with the planet, not against it!
We believe with appropriate support, volunteer-run community groups like Geelong Sustainability as
well as neighbourhood houses could cost effectively deliver community education programs. See

photos in Appendix below.






We would like to commend Sustainability Victoria’s ResourceSmart Schools program, which is doing
a brilliant job of educating school children, who in turn are teaching their parents and grandparents.
The program has a core and four elective modules that enable schools to take action to minimse
waste, save water and energy, promote biodiversity and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. We
believe there would be considerable merit in piloting a similar ResourceSmart Homes program.
We must be guided by the waste minimisation hierarchy and devise strategies that rethink, avoid
and reduce waste generation and better manage all waste streams.
We welcome the promised ban of single-use plastic bags (including biodegradable, compostable and
degradable bags).
As a Victorian who remembers recycling my father’s beer bottles and our Noddy’s soft drink bottles
as a child, it’s frustrating that the state government has refused to implement a Container Deposit
Scheme (CDS) for so long. However as all other mainland states now have a CDS, there are no
excuses left. CDS schemes are proven to reduce litter, increase recycling rates (creating a presorted, clean stream with little contamination) and create substantial fundraising opportunities for
community groups.
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Appendix: Community Engagement Activities

GS parading at the 2019 Pako Festa

Playing Recycle Right classification game

NCF2018 Green Team Volunteers

Local community education event

WoW flyer widely circulated

Bin hub structure for waste wise NCF2019
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